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ABSTRACT: This paper establishes mixed multiplicity formu-
las concerning the relationship between mixed multiplicities of
modules and mixed multiplicities of rings via rank of modules.
1. Introduction
It has long been known that the mixed multiplicity is an important invariant of
Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra. In 1973, Risler-Teissier [13] showed
that each mixed multiplicity of m-primary ideals is the multiplicity of an ideal
generated by a superficial sequence. For the case of arbitrary ideals, Viet [17]
in 2000 characterized mixed multiplicities as the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity via
(FC)-sequences. In past years, the positivity and the relationship between mixed
multiplicities and the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity have attracted much attention
(see e.g. [2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19]).
In a recent paper [20], by a new approach, the authors gave the additivity and
reduction formulas for mixed multiplicities of multi-graded modules and mixed mul-
tiplicities of arbitrary ideals; and they also showed that mixed multiplicities of ar-
bitrary ideals are additive on exact sequences.
As a continuation, this paper gives mixed multiplicity formulas concerning the
relationship between mixed multiplicities of modules and mixed multiplicities of
rings via rank of modules.
Throughout the paper, denote by (R, n) an artinian local ring with maximal ideal
1
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2n. Let S =
⊕
n1,...,ns≥0
S(n1,...,ns)(s > 0) be a finitely generated standard N
s-graded
algebra over R and let M =
⊕
n1,...,ns≥0
M(n1,...,ns) be a finitely generated N
s-graded
S-module such that M(n1,...,ns) = S(n1,...,ns)M(0,...,0) for all n1, . . . , ns ≥ 0. We define
S++ to be
⊕
n1,...,ns>0
S(n1,...,ns). Denote by Proj S the set of the homogeneous prime
ideals of S which do not contain S++. Set
Supp++M =
{
P ∈ Proj S | MP 6= 0
}
and dimSupp++M = m. By [4, Theorem 4.1], ℓR[M(n1,...,ns)] is a polynomial of
degree m for all large n1, . . . , ns. The terms of total degree m in this polynomial
have the form ∑
k1 + ···+ ks = m
e(M ; k1, . . . , ks)
nk11 · · ·nkss
k1! · · · ks! .
Then e(M ; k1, . . . , ks) is called the mixed multiplicity of M of type (k1, . . . , ks) [4].
In the case that (A,m) is a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, J is an
m-primary ideal, I1, . . . , Is are ideals of A, N is a finitely generated A-module, it is
easily seen that
FJ(J, I1, . . . , Is;N) =
⊕
n0,n1,...,ns≥0
Jn0In11 · · · Inss N
Jn0+1In11 · · · Inss N
is a finitely generated multi-graded FJ(J, I1, . . . , Is;A)-module. Then the mixed
multiplicity of FJ(J, I1, . . . , Is;N) of type (k0, k1, . . . , ks) is denoted by
eA
(
J [k0+1], I
[k1]
1 , . . . , I
[ks]
s ;N
)
and called the mixed multiplicity of N with respect to ideals J, I1, . . . , Is of type
(k0 + 1, k1, . . . , ks) (see [9, 16]).
Set k = k1, . . . , ks; | k |= k1 + · · · + ks; I = I1, . . . , Is; In = In11 , . . . , Inss ; and
I[k] = I
[k1]
1 , . . . , I
[ks]
s .
Let A be a commutative ring, M an A-module, and Q be the total ring of
fractions of A. Then M has rank r if M⊗Q is a free Q-module of rank r.
Then we first obtain the following result for mixed multiplicities of multi-graded
modules.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a finitely generated standard Ns-graded algebra over an
artinian local ring R and let M be a finitely generated Ns-graded S-module of positive
rank such that S(1,1,...,1) is not contained in
√
AnnSM . Then
e(M ;k) = e(S;k)rankSM.
3The following theorem and its corollaries are generalizations of classical results
on the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity (see e.g. [1, Corollary 4.7.9] and [5, Corollary
11.2.6]).
Theorem 3.4. Let (A,m) be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and
residue field k = A/m. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with J being m-primary. Let
N be a finitely generated A-module of positive rank. Assume that I = I1 · · · Is is not
contained in
√
AnnAN. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];N) = eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A)rankAN.
Next, we establish formulas concerning the relationship between mixed multiplic-
ities of a noetherian local ring A and mixed multiplicities of module-finite extension
rings of A of positive rank that are generalizations of [5, Theorem 11.2.7] to the
mixed multiplicities of ideals. These results are started by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Let (A,m) be a d-dimensional noetherian local ring with maximal
ideal m and residue field k = A/m. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with J being m-
primary. Let B be a module-finite extension ring of A of positive rank. Assume that
I = I1 · · · Is is an ideal of positive height. Denote by
∏
the set of all maximal ideals
Q of B such that dimBQ = d. Set IBQ = I1BQ, . . . , IsBQ. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) =
∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ(JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ)[B/Q : k]
rankAB
.
The above three theorems yield interesting consequences for the cases of domains
and finite extension algebras (see Corol. 3.2; Corol. 3.3; Corol. 3.6; Corol. 3.7;
Corol. 3.8; Corol. 3.12; Corol. 3.13, Section 3).
Our approach is based on results in [20] and ideas in proofs of classical results on
the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity.
This paper is divided into three sections. Section 2 is devoted to the discussion
of mixed multiplicities of multi-graded modules and the multiplicity of multi-graded
Rees modules, and obtains a multiplicity formula of multi-graded Rees modules (see
Proposition 2.1, Section 2). Section 3 proves mixed multiplicity formulas concerning
the relationship between mixed multiplicities of modules and mixed multiplicities of
rings via rank of modules.
42. Mixed multiplicities of multi-graded modules
This section defines mixed multiplicities of multi-graded modules and mixed multi-
plicities of ideals with respect to modules over local rings; and some other objects
that will be used in the paper.
Set k = k1, . . . , ks; k! = k1! · · · ks!; | k |= k1 + · · ·+ ks; nk = nk11 · · ·nkss . Assume
that S(1,...,1) *
√
AnnSM and dimSupp++M = m, then by [4, Theorem 4.1], ℓR[Mn]
is a polynomial of degree m for all large n. The terms of total degree m in this
polynomial have the form ∑
|k| = m
e(M ;k)
nk
k!
.
Then e(M ;k) are non-negative integers not all zero, called the mixed multiplicity of
M of the type k [4].
From now on, denote by PM(n) the Hilbert polynomial of the Hilbert function
ℓR[Mn].
By [18, Proposition 2.7], Supp++M = ∅ (i.e., S(1,1,...,1) ⊆
√
AnnSM) if and only
if Mn = 0 for all n ≫ 0. If we assign dimSupp++M = −∞ to the case that
Supp++M = ∅ and the degree −∞ to the zero polynomial then we have
degPM(n) = dimSupp++M.
Let (A,m) be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, residue field k = A/m
and let N be a finitely generated A-module. Let I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A such that
I1 · · · Is is not contained in
√
AnnAN and J an m-primary ideal. Put I = I1, . . . , Is;
In = In11 , . . . , I
ns
s ; I
[k] = I
[k1]
1 , . . . , I
[ks]
s . Denote by
R(I;A) =
⊕
n1,...,ns≥0
In11 · · · Inss
the multi-Rees algebra of ideals I1, . . . , Is and by
R(I;N) =
⊕
n1,...,ns≥0
In11 · · · Inss N
the multi-Rees module of ideals I1, . . . , Is with respect to N. Set
FJ(J, I;A) =
⊕
n0,n1,...,ns≥0
Jn0In11 · · · Inss
Jn0+1In11 · · · Inss
5and
FJ(J, I;N) =
⊕
n0,n1,...,ns≥0
Jn0In11 · · · Inss N
Jn0+1In11 · · · Inss N
.
Then FJ(J, I;A) is a finitely generated standard multi-graded algebra over an ar-
tinian local ring A/J and FJ(J, I;N) is a finitely generated multi-graded FJ(J, I;A)-
module. Set I = I1 · · · Is and dim N
0N : I∞
= q. Then by [17, Proposition 3.1] (see
[9, Proposition 3.1]), we get
degPFJ (J,I;N)(n0,n) = q − 1.
Put
e
(
FJ(J, I;N); k0, k1, . . . , ks
)
= e
(
J [k0+1], I
[k1]
1 , . . . , I
[ks]
s ;N
)
= e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];N
)
with k0+ | k |= q − 1. Then e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];N
)
is called the mixed multiplicity of N
with respect to ideals J, I of type (k0 + 1,k) (see [9, 16]). Set
R(I;A)+ =
⊕
n1+···+ns>0
In11 · · · Inss ; J = (J,R(I;A)+);
R(Îi ;N) = R(I1, . . . , Ii−1, Ii+1, . . . , Is;N); Jî = (J,R(Îi ;A)+)
and N =
N
0N : I∞
. Then by [20, Theorem 5.2(ii) and Note 5.4], we get the following.
Proposition 2.1. We have
∑
k0+|k|= q−1; ki=0
e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];N
)
= e
(
Jî;R(Îi ;N)
)
.
3. Some formulas for mixed multiplicities
In this section, we prove the mixed multiplicity formulas concerning the relationship
between mixed multiplicities of modules and mixed multiplicities of rings via rank
of modules.
First, we have the following result for Ns-graded S-modules.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a finitely generated standard Ns-graded algebra over an
artinian local ring R and let M be a finitely generated Ns-graded S-module of positive
rank such that S(1,1,...,1) is not contained in
√
AnnSM . Then
e(M ;k) = e(S;k)rankSM.
6Proof. Since S(1,1,...,1) *
√
AnnSM, it follows that Supp++M 6= ∅. Let Λ
be the set of all homogeneous prime ideals P of S such that P ∈ Supp++M
and dimProj (S/P ) = dimSupp++M. Then by [20, Theorem 3.1], we have
e(M ;k) =
∑
P∈Λ
ℓ(MP )e(S/P ;k).
Denote by T the total ring of fractions of S. Since M has positive rank, M⊗T ∼= T r
is a free T -module of rank r > 0. Hence
MP ∼= (M ⊗ T )P ∼= T rP ∼= SrP 6= 0
for any P ∈ Ass S. So Ass S ⊆ SuppM. Since S(1,1,...,1) *
√
AnnSM , it follows that
∅ 6= Λ ⊆ Min(S/AnnSM) by [4, Lemma 1.1]. Consequently Λ ⊆ Ass S. From this
it follows that MP ∼= SrP for any P ∈ Λ. Therefore ℓ(MP ) = rℓ(SP ) for any P ∈ Λ.
This fact yields
e(M ;k) =
∑
P∈Λ
rℓ(SP )e(S/P ;k) = rankSM
∑
P∈Λ
ℓ(SP )e(S/P ;k).
Remember that Ass S ⊆ SuppM. Hence we have dimProj S = dim Supp++M. So
in this case, Λ is also the set of all homogeneous prime ideals P of S such that
P ∈ Proj S and
dimProj (S/P ) = dimProj S.
Therefore,
∑
P∈Λ ℓ(SP )e(S/P ;k) = e(S;k) by [20, Theorem 3.1]. Thus
e(M ;k) = e(S;k)rankSM. 
In the case that S is a finitely generated standard graded domain over a field
with field of fractions K and M is a finitely generated graded S-module, we have
that K is the total ring of fractions of S and K⊗M is a finitely generated K-vector
space. Hence M has rank. And if S(1,1,...,1) is not contained in
√
AnnSM then M
has positive rank: rankSM = dimK(K ⊗M). We obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.2. Let S be a finitely generated standard Ns-graded domain over a field
with field of fractions K and let M be a finitely generated Ns-graded S-module such
that S(1,1,...,1) is not contained in
√
AnnSM . Then K ⊗M is a finitely generated
K-vector space and
e(M ;k) = e(S;k)dimK(K ⊗M).
Now, assume that S is a finitely generated standard graded domain over a field
with field of fractions K and S is a module-finite extension domain of S with field
7of fractions K. Denote by [K : K] the degree of K over K. Then K ⊗ S ∼= K [K:K].
So dimK(K ⊗ S) = [K : K]. Hence by Corollary 3.2, these facts yield:
Corollary 3.3. Let S be a finitely generated standard Ns-graded domain over a field
with field of fractions K. And suppose that S is a module-finite extension standard
Ns-graded domain of S with field of fractions K. Then [K : K] is finite and
e(S;k) = e(S;k)[K : K].
In the case of mixed multiplicities of ideals we have the following result.
Theorem 3.4. Let (A,m) be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and
residue field k = A/m. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with J being m-primary. Let
N be a finitely generated A-module of positive rank. Assume that I = I1 · · · Is is not
contained in
√
AnnAN. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];N) = eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A)rankAN.
Proof. It is natural to suppose that one can prove Theorem 3.4 by using Theorem
3.1. But in fact, this approach seems inconvenient. The following proof of Theorem
3.4 is independent of Theorem 3.1.
Set N =
N
0N : I∞
and A¯ =
A
0 : I∞
. Denote by Π the set of all prime ideals p of A
such that p ∈ Min(A/AnnAN) and dimA/p = dimN. By [20, Theorem 3.2] we get
e(J [k0+1], I[k];N) =
∑
p∈Π
ℓ(Np)e(J
[k0+1], I[k];A/p).
Denote by D the total ring of fractions of A. Since N has positive rank r > 0, N⊗D
is a free D-module of rank r > 0. Therefore N ⊗D ∼= Dr. Hence for any p ∈ AssA,
we have and Np ∼= (N ⊗ D)p ∼= Drp ∼= Arp 6= 0. So AssA ⊆ SuppN. From this it
follows that
dim
[
A
0 : I∞
]
= dim
[
A
AnnAN : I∞
]
.
Note that AnnAN = AnnAN : I
∞,
dimN = dim
[ A
AnnAN : I∞
]
= dimA¯.
By [20, Remark 3.3], we have
Π =
{
p ∈ Min
( A
AnnAN
)
| p + I and dimA/p = dimN
}
.
8On the other hand AssA ⊆ SuppN,
Π =
{
p ∈ MinA | p + I and dimA/p = dimN
}
.
Since dimN = dim A¯ and{
p ∈ MinA | p + I
}
= Min
[
A
0 : I∞
]
,
we get
Π =
{
p ∈ Min
[
A
0 : I∞
]
| dimA/p = dimN
}
=
{
p ∈ MinA¯ | dimA/p = dim A¯
}
.
It is easily seen that Π ⊆ AssA,
Np ∼= (N ⊗D)p ∼= Drp ∼= Arp
for any p ∈ Π. Hence ℓ(Np) = rℓ(Ap) for any p ∈ Π. So we have
e(J [k0+1], I[k];N) = r
∑
p∈Π
ℓ(Ap)e(J
[k0+1], I[k];A/p).
Now since
Π =
{
p ∈ MinA¯ | dimA/p = dim A¯
}
,
it follows that ∑
p∈Π
ℓ(Ap)e(J
[k0+1], I[k];A/p) = e(J [k0+1], I[k];A)
by [20, Theorem 3.2]. Hence we obtain
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];N) = eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A)rankAN. 
Remark 3.5. It would be desirable to obtain Theorem 3.4 as a consequence of
Theorem 3.1, that is, to prove that
rankFJ (J,I;A)FJ(J, I;N) = rankAN.
Note that if A is a domain with field of fractions K then N has rank and
rankAN = dimK(K ⊗ N). Then as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4, we
get the following.
9Corollary 3.6. Let (A,m) be a noetherian local domain with maximal ideal m and
residue field k = A/m, and field of fractions K. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with J
being m-primary. Let N be a finitely generated A-module. Assume that I = I1 · · · Is
is not contained in
√
AnnAN. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];N) = eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) dimK(K ⊗N).
In particular, if A is a domain with field of fractions K and A is a module-finite
extension domain of A with field of fractions K. Then K ⊗ A ∼= K [K:K]. Hence
dimK(K ⊗A) = [K : K]. Therefore by Corollary 3.6, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.7. Let (A,m) be a noetherian local domain with maximal ideal m and
residue field k = A/m, and field of fractions K. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with
J being m-primary. Let A be a module-finite extension domain of A with field of
fractions K. Assume that I = I1 · · · Is 6= 0. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) = eA(J [k0+1], I[k];A)[K : K].
Keep the conditions as in Theorem 3.4, then we have dim
[
A
0:I∞
]
= dim
[
N
0N :I∞
]
.
Hence by [20, Corollary 2.5] which is a generalized version of [16, Theorem 1.4] and
[4, Theorem 4.4], e
((
J,R(I;A)+
)
;R
(
I;
A
0 : I∞
))
=
∑
k0 +|k|= q−1
e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];A
)
and
e
((
J,R(I;A)+
)
;R
(
I;
N
0N : I∞
))
=
∑
k0 +|k|= q−1
e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];N
)
.
Therefore
e
((
J,R(I;A)+
)
;R
(
I;
N
0N : I∞
))
=
∑
k0 +|k|= q−1
e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];N
)
=
[ ∑
k0 +|k|= q−1
e
(
J [k0+1], I[k];A
)]
rankAN
= e
((
J,R(I;R)+
)
;R
(
I;
A
0 : I∞
))
rankAN
by Theorem 3.4. Consequently,
e
((
J,R(I;R)+
)
;R
(
I;
N
0N : I∞
))
= e
((
J,R(I;R)+
)
;R
(
I;
A
0 : I∞
))
rankAN.
These facts yield:
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Corollary 3.8. Let (A,m) be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and
residue field k = A/m. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with J being m-primary. Let
N be a finitely generated A-module of positive rank. Assume that I = I1 · · · Is is not
contained in
√
AnnAN. Then we have
e
((
J,R(I;R)+
)
;R
(
I;
N
0N : I∞
))
= e
((
J,R(I;R)+
)
;R
(
I;
A
0 : I∞
))
rankAN.
Next, we give formulas on the relationship between mixed multiplicities of a
noetherian local ring A and mixed multiplicities of a module-finite extension ring
of A of positive rank that are generalizations of [5, Theorem 11.2.7] to the mixed
multiplicities of ideals.
Theorem 3.9. Let (A,m) be a d-dimensional noetherian local ring with maximal
ideal m and residue field k = A/m. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be ideals of A with J being m-
primary. Let B be a module-finite extension ring of A of positive rank. Assume that
I = I1 · · · Is is an ideal of positive height. Denote by
∏
the set of all maximal ideals
Q of B such that dimBQ = d. Set IBQ = I1BQ, . . . , IsBQ. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) =
∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ(JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ)[B/Q : k]
rankAB
.
Note 3.10: Let F be a B-module. Then F is also an A-module. Assume that F
is an A-module of finite length. Since B is a module-finite extension ring of A, F is
also a B-module of finite length. Assume that ℓB(F ) = n. Set
∐
= AssBF. Then
there exists a composition series of B-module F of length n :
0 = F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Fn = F
where Fi/Fi−1 ∼= B/Pi, Pi maximal (1 ≤ i ≤ n). And in this case,
∐
= {P1, . . . , Pn}.
We have
ℓA(F ) =
n∑
i=1
ℓA(Fi/Fi−1) =
n∑
i=1
ℓA(B/Pi).
Hence ℓA(F ) is a sum of all the ℓA(B/P ) for P ∈
∐
, counted as many times as B/P
appears as some B/Pi. This number is exactly the length of BP -module FP . So
ℓA(F ) =
∑
P∈
∐
ℓA(B/P )ℓBP (FP ).
11
Because
ℓA(B/P ) = dimk(B/P ) = [B/P : k],
ℓA(F ) =
∑
P∈
∐
ℓBP (FP )[B/P : k]. (1)
Set IB = I1B, . . . , IsB. Then we have R(IB;B) = R(I;B). Since B is a module-
finite extension ring of A, R(IB;B) is a module-finite extension ring of R(I;A). Put
N = (m,R(I;A)+). The notion
eR(I;A)((J,R(I;A)+);R(IB;B))
will mean the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity:
eR(I;A)N((J,R(I;A)+)R(I;A)N;R(IB;B)N).
The proof of Theorem 3.9 is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Keeping the notation of Theorem 3.9, denote by Ω the set of all max-
imal homogeneous ideals M of R(IB;B) such that dimR(IB;B)M = dimR(I;A).
Put J = (J,R(I;A)+); JM = JR(IB;B)M. Then
eR(I;A)(J;R(IB;B)) =
∑
M∈Ω
eR(IB;B)M(JM;R(IB;B)M)
[
R(IB;B)
M
: k
]
.
Proof. Recall that N = (m,R(I;A)+). Denote by Γ the set of all maximal ho-
mogeneous ideals of R(IB;B). Note that N ⊆ M for any M ∈ Γ. Since B is a
module-finite extension ring of A, R(IB;B) is a module-finite extension ring of
R(I;A). It is clear that
R(IB;B)
JnR(IB;B)
is an artinian R(I;A)-module, this is also an artinian R(I;B)-module. Therefore
Γ = AssR(IB;B)
R(IB;B)
JnR(IB;B)
.
Consequently, by (1) of Note 3.10,
ℓR(I;A)N
R(IB;B)N
JnR(IB;B)N
=
∑
M∈Γ
ℓR(IB;B)M
R(IB;B)M
JnR(IB;B)M
[
R(IB;B)
M
: k
]
. (2)
12
Recall that R(IB;B) is a module-finite extension ring of R(I;A),
dimR(IB;B) = dimR(I;A).
On the other hand htI > 0, dimR(I;A) = dimA+ s = d+ s. It is easily seen that
AnnAB = 0, dimAB = dimA = d. Since AnnAB = 0 and htI > 0,
dimR(I;A)R(IB;B) = dimAB + s = d+ s.
So
dimR(I;A) = dimR(I;A)R(IB;B) = dimR(IB;B) = d+ s. (3)
Therefore
eR(I;A)(J;R(IB;B)) = limn→∞
(d+ s)!
nd+s
ℓR(I;A)N
R(IB;B)N
JnR(IB;B)N
. (4)
Because that if M ∈ Γ\Ω then dimR(IB;B)M 6= dimR(I;A), by (3) it follows that
dimR(IB;B)M < d+ s. (5)
By (2); (4) and (5) we have
eR(I;A)(J;R(IB;B)) = limn→∞
(d+ s)!
nd+s
∑
M∈Γ
ℓR(IB;B)M
R(IB;B)M
JnR(IB;B)M
[
R(IB;B)
M
: k
]
= limn→∞
(d+ s)!
nd+s
∑
M∈Ω
ℓR(IB;B)M
R(IB;B)M
JnR(IB;B)M
[
R(IB;B)
M
: k
]
.
Thus,
eR(I;A)(J;R(IB;B)) =
∑
M∈Ω
eR(IB;B)M(JM;R(IB;B)M)
[
R(IB;B)
M
: k
]
. 
The proof of Theorem 3.9: It is easily seen that there is an one-to-one corre-
spondence between the set of maximal ideals Ω and the set of maximal ideals
∏
given by
M 7→ Q = M
⋂
B.
Moreover, if Q = M
⋂
B then
R(IB;B)
M
∼= B
Q
is a finite extension field of k and
R(IB;B)M = R(IBQ;BQ)M and JM = (JBQ,R(IBQ;BQ)+)R(IBQ;BQ)M. (6)
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Remember that Iu = Iu11 , . . . , I
us
s and I
uBQ = I
u1
1 BQ, . . . , I
us
s BQ for any
u = u1, . . . , us. By [20, Proposition 2.4] which is a generalized version of [16, Theo-
rem 1.4] and [4, Theorem 4.4], we have
eR(Iu;A)
((
J,R(Iu;A)+
)
;R(Iu;B)
)
=
∑
k0 +|k| = d−1
eA
(
J [k0+1], I[k];B
)
uk
and
eR(IuBQ;BQ)
((
JBQ,R(I
uBQ;BQ)+
)
;R(IuBQ;BQ)
)
=
∑
k0 +|k| = d−1
eBQ
(
JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ
)
uk.
Hence by Lemma 3.11 and (6), we obtain∑
k0 +|k| = d−1
eA
(
J [k0+1], I[k];B
)
uk
= eR(Iu;A)
(
(J,R(Iu;A)+);R(I
uB;B)
)
=
∑
Q∈
∏
eR(IuBQ;BQ)
((
JBQ,R(I
uBQ;BQ)+
)
;R(IuBQ;BQ)
)
[B/Q : k]
=
∑
k0 +|k| = d−1
[ ∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ
(
JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ
)
[B/Q : k]
]
uk.
From this it follows that
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];B) =
∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ(JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ)[B/Q : k].
Remember that by Theorem 3.4,
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];B) = eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A)rankAB.
Thus,
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) =
∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ(JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ)[B/Q : k]
rankAB
. 
When A is a domain with field of fractions K and B is a module-finite extension
ring of A, B has rank and rankAB = dimK(K ⊗ B). Then we obtain the following
result by Theorem 3.9.
Corollary 3.12. Let (A,m) be a d-dimensional noetherian local domain with max-
imal ideal m and residue field k = A/m, and field of fractions K. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be
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ideals of A with J being m-primary. Let B be a module-finite extension ring of A.
Denote by
∏
the set of all maximal ideals Q of B such that dimBQ = d. Assume
that I = I1 · · · Is 6= 0. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) =
∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ(JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ)[B/Q : k]
dimK(K ⊗B) .
Let A be a domain with field of fractions K, and B a module-finite extension
domain of A with field of fractions K. Then dimK(K ⊗ B) = [K : K]. Hence as an
immediate consequence of Corollary 3.12, we give the following result.
Corollary 3.13. Let (A,m) be a d-dimensional noetherian local domain with max-
imal ideal m and residue field k = A/m, and field of fractions K. Let J, I1, . . . , Is be
ideals of A with J being m-primary. Let B be a module-finite extension domain of
A with field of fractions K. Assume that I = I1 · · · Is 6= 0. Denote by
∏
the set of
all maximal ideals Q of B such that dimBQ = d. Then we have
eA(J
[k0+1], I[k];A) =
∑
Q∈
∏
eBQ(JB
[k0+1]
Q , IB
[k]
Q ;BQ)[B/Q : k]
[K : K] .
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